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to counsel, Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 201, 84 S.Ct. 
1199, 12 L.Ed.2d 246 (1964). 

NOTES OF COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, HOUSE 
REPORT NO. 93–650 

Rule 402 as submitted to the Congress contained the 
phrase ‘‘or by other rules adopted by the Supreme 
Court’’. To accommodate the view that the Congress 
should not appear to acquiesce in the Court’s judgment 
that it has authority under the existing Rules Enabling 
Acts to promulgate Rules of Evidence, the Committee 
amended the above phrase to read ‘‘or by other rules 
prescribed by the Supreme Court pursuant to statutory 
authority’’ in this and other Rules where the reference 
appears. 

Rule 403. Exclusion of Relevant Evidence on 
Grounds of Prejudice, Confusion, or Waste of 
Time 

Although relevant, evidence may be excluded 
if its probative value is substantially out-
weighed by the danger of unfair prejudice, con-
fusion of the issues, or misleading the jury, or 
by considerations of undue delay, waste of time, 
or needless presentation of cumulative evidence. 

(Pub. L. 93–595, § 1, Jan. 2, 1975, 88 Stat. 1932.) 

NOTES OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROPOSED RULES 

The case law recognizes that certain circumstances 
call for the exclusion of evidence which is of unques-
tioned relevance. These circumstances entail risks 
which range all the way from inducing decision on a 
purely emotional basis, at one extreme, to nothing 
more harmful than merely wasting time, at the other 
extreme. Situations in this area call for balancing the 
probative value of and need for the evidence against the 
harm likely to result from its admission. Slough, Rel-
evancy Unraveled, 5 Kan. L. Rev. 1, 12–15 (1956); 
Trautman, Logical or Legal Relevancy—A Conflict in 
Theory, 5 Van. L. Rev. 385, 392 (1952); McCormick § 152, 
pp. 319–321. The rules which follow in this Article are 
concrete applications evolved for particular situations. 
However, they reflect the policies underlying the 
present rule, which is designed as a guide for the han-
dling of situations for which no specific rules have been 
formulated. 

Exclusion for risk of unfair prejudice, confusion of is-
sues, misleading the jury, or waste of time, all find 
ample support in the authorities. ‘‘Unfair prejudice’’ 
within its context means an undue tendency to suggest 
decision on an improper basis, commonly, though not 
necessarily, an emotional one. 

The rule does not enumerate surprise as a ground for 
exclusion, in this respect following Wigmore’s view of 
the common law. 6 Wigmore § 1849. Cf. McCormick § 152, 
p. 320, n. 29, listing unfair surprise as a ground for ex-
clusion but stating that it is usually ‘‘coupled with the 
danger of prejudice and confusion of issues.’’ While Uni-
form Rule 45 incorporates surprise as a ground and is 
followed in Kansas Code of Civil Procedure § 60–445, sur-
prise is not included in California Evidence Code § 352 
or New Jersey Rule 4, though both the latter otherwise 
substantially embody Uniform Rule 45. While it can 
scarcely be doubted that claims of unfair surprise may 
still be justified despite procedural requirements of no-
tice and instrumentalities of discovery, the granting of 
a continuance is a more appropriate remedy than ex-
clusion of the evidence. Tentative Recommendation 
and a Study Relating to the Uniform Rules of Evidence 
(Art. VI. Extrinsic Policies Affecting Admissibility), 
Cal. Law Revision Comm’n, Rep., Rec. & Studies, 612 
(1964). Moreover, the impact of a rule excluding evi-
dence on the ground of surprise would be difficult to es-
timate. 

In reaching a decision whether to exclude on grounds 
of unfair prejudice, consideration should be given to 
the probable effectiveness or lack of effectiveness of a 

limiting instruction. See Rule 106 [now 105] and Advi-
sory Committee’s Note thereunder. The availability of 
other means of proof may also be an appropriate factor. 

Rule 404. Character Evidence Not Admissible to 
Prove Conduct; Exceptions; Other Crimes 

(a) CHARACTER EVIDENCE GENERALLY. Evidence 
of a person’s character or a trait of character is 
not admissible for the purpose of proving action 
in conformity therewith on a particular occa-
sion, except: 

(1) Character of Accused. In a criminal case, 
evidence of a pertinent trait of character of-
fered by an accused, or by the prosecution to 
rebut the same, or if evidence of a trait of 
character of the alleged victim of the crime is 
offered by an accused and admitted under Rule 
404(a)(2), evidence of the same trait of char-
acter of the accused offered by the prosecu-
tion; 

(2) Character of Alleged Victim. In a criminal 
case, and subject to the limitations imposed 
by Rule 412, evidence of a pertinent trait of 
character of the alleged victim of the crime 
offered by an accused, or by the prosecution to 
rebut the same, or evidence of a character 
trait of peacefulness of the alleged victim of-
fered by the prosecution in a homicide case to 
rebut evidence that the alleged victim was the 
first aggressor; 

(3) Character of Witness. Evidence of the char-
acter of a witness, as provided in Rules 607, 
608, and 609. 

(b) OTHER CRIMES, WRONGS, OR ACTS. Evidence 
of other crimes, wrongs, or acts is not admissi-
ble to prove the character of a person in order to 
show action in conformity therewith. It may, 
however, be admissible for other purposes, such 
as proof of motive, opportunity, intent, prepara-
tion, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of 
mistake or accident, provided that upon request 
by the accused, the prosecution in a criminal 
case shall provide reasonable notice in advance 
of trial, or during trial if the court excuses pre-
trial notice on good cause shown, of the general 
nature of any such evidence it intends to intro-
duce at trial. 

(Pub. L. 93–595, § 1, Jan. 2, 1975, 88 Stat. 1932; 
Mar. 2, 1987, eff. Oct. 1, 1987; Apr. 30, 1991, eff. 
Dec. 1, 1991; Apr. 17, 2000, eff. Dec. 1, 2000; Apr. 12, 
2006, eff. Dec. 1, 2006.) 

NOTES OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON PROPOSED RULES 

Subdivision (a). This subdivision deals with the basic 
question whether character evidence should be admit-
ted. Once the admissibility of character evidence in 
some form is established under this rule, reference 
must then be made to Rule 405, which follows, in order 
to determine the appropriate method of proof. If the 
character is that of a witness, see Rules 608 and 610 for 
methods of proof. 

Character questions arise in two fundamentally dif-
ferent ways. (1) Character may itself be an element of 
a crime, claim, or defense. A situation of this kind is 
commonly referred to as ‘‘character in issue.’’ Illustra-
tions are: the chastity of the victim under a statute 
specifying her chastity as an element of the crime of 
seduction, or the competency of the driver in an action 
for negligently entrusting a motor vehicle to an incom-
petent driver. No problem of the general relevancy of 
character evidence is involved, and the present rule 
therefore has no provision on the subject. The only 
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